As we sailed away for the last time, one able during this period and this meant
Scimitar, which had been landed at Kai going into dry-dock again for a short time
Tak for repainting, flew back onboard to remedy it while the catapults were
looking very smart indeed and then once being repaired forward.
again we settled down to our R.A.S. and
Gradually, as it grew warmer and the
flying routines. Okinawa was the chosen sun came out to stay, we became accusarea this time, with more bombing and tomed to having a playground on the
rocketing practice as well as more inter- flightdeck. Pale bodies grew brown again
ceptions to keep our Direction Team and we enjoyed deck-hockey and volleyup to scratch. One of our Vixens dived ball and sometimes just fresh air. The
into the sea during a night sortie and P.T. staff organised a 'potted sports'
although we steamed fast to the scene and afternoon involving an incredible range
searched the area with the assistance of
our escorts and American aircraft from
Okinawa, there was no sign of any survivors and we returned to the daily round
and common task of operational flying.
During the flying off Okinawa, we had
been watching the development of
typhoon 'Polly', which was moving
in a determined fashion straight towards
Tokyo, with every chance of arriving
there at the same time as ourselves. The
Captain therefore decided to steer for the
southern tip of Japan to give 'Polly' a
chance to show her worst, and ourselves
the opportunity to escape her wrath if she
approached us. We made our rendezvous
off Kyushu with the R.F.A.s and
Commonwealth destroyers due to join
us for the visit, prepared for at least
twenty-four hours' delay, and then
steamed slowly north-east. The swell from
'Polly' made the ensuing R.A.S. and
attempted tow by Voyager rather more
spectacular than with the calm seas we
were now used to, but not as dramatic as
the news we were about to hear. The
Captain announced over the ship's broadcast that severe corrosion had been
discovered in some pipes of the steam
catapult, which meant that we could no
longer launch our fixed-wing aircraft. This
in turn meant we had to return to Singapore for dockyard assistance with the
repairs and hence the Tokyo visit was
cancelled. What a bombshell this seemed
to be at the time!
First we had to anchor off Osaka so
that F.O.2 could transfer his flag to Lion.
Commander Perrett, our retiring Commander Air left us to fly home and we
were able to land and collect mail. It was a
dull grey morning and with the clouds
covering the hills and the smoke over the
city, this did not look the inviting place
we had been looking forward to, but we
enjoyed the cool air and change from
continuous sunshine before steaming
away after one last and disappointing look
at the 'promised land'.
Once again the weather looked unpromising, for on the normal route across
the South China Sea there was an
unpleasant looking depression which
could so easily turn into another typhoon.
The Captain decided we should go 'the
prettier way', to the east of the Philippines,
then through the Islands and across the
Sulu Sea.
A reasonable leak in the starboard
stern-gland decided to become unreason-

of subtly contrived and at times humorous
tests of strength or skill. The tug-o-war
teams were enthusiastically supported
and gave of their best and altogether the
flightdeck was alive with brown bodies.
relaxing from the normal routines. It was
sad that at this time, when everyone was.
enjoying himself so well, our C.P.O.(V ),
C.P.O. Bartlett should have died, and so
suddenly. Our thoughts were with his
widow as we witnessed the simple but
impressive ceremony of his burial at sea.

A ' Potted Sports'
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A 'Potted Sports'
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Ship's Concert
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Work during this period consisted
mainly of getting ahead with cleaning and
painting the ship and the maintenance of
aircraft, but of course our helicopters
were able to fly, and took the opportunity
to keep in practice with their own private
exercises, though there was no submarine
for them to chase. A grand A.B.C.D.
exercise was held and there were Ship's
Company divisions on the flightdeck. The
enforced no-flying period also provided
us with the long awaited opportunity to
stage our Ship's Concert and in spite of
rather hasty preparations, those who took
part gave us a splendid evening's entertainment which was loudly and enthusiastically received by a highly appreciative
audience. Then, with only a few more
hours before reaching Singapore, began
the final preparations for leaving the ship
during the docking. Bags were packed,
lockers stowed and aircraft prepared for
their long haul by road to Tengah. An
obliging storm gave us enough wind for
our Gannets to be launched by 'free takeoff' and then, as the island hove in sight,
our Wessex flew away and we quietly
entered Singapore for the last time.
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Once again the buses each morning
brought us to the ship with its noise of
windy hammers and air of bustle and
work, then took us away again to the
relative peace and cool of our shoreside
billets where we were so well looked after.
The stern-gland was repacked and we
took the opportunity to have our original
propeller back. The bottom was given
another coat of paint and the chaps on the
catapults worked day and night to get
them serviceable again. Still more corticene was laid and gleamed and more
painting and touching-up was done all
over the ship. Our sports teams were active
again though some of the fixtures were
`rained off'. The Seamen won the final
of the Cricket Interpart Knock-out Cup,
beating the Engine Room by 8 runs.
There were no less than twenty-two games
of soccer arranged, though seven were
cancelled due to water-logged pitches, and
the hockey and basketball teams also had
their fling. Our water polo team played
six games, including the long awaited
match with Albion, and won them all by a
comfortable margin.

` The successful dunking .. .

. a last frenzied round of shopping'
. of another aged vehicle'

With four days to go we were undocked
and moved back onboard. then, following
a last frenzied round of shopping and
`goodbyes' to the many friends we had
made, we finally sailed. With the screws
turning and the extra breeze from our
movement, the whole ship seemed to come
to life again and in high spirits we
prepared for the arrival of the squadrons
back aboard. With our own propeller
back in its rightful place the vibration at
speed was reduced, and the successful
dunking of another aged vehicle proved
that the catapults were functioning well.
In fact everything was going smoothly
when suddenly our complacency was
shattered as one of the Vixens 'bolted'
and dived out of control into the sea.
It was obvious that there was no hope for
the aircrew and the search by seaboat and
S.A.R. chopper produced only a few
pieces of wreckage. Happily there were no
further incidents and the rest of the
aircraft arrived safely.
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'Olly'
'Putty's Birthday'

'Bert

. • had more than one admirer'
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As soon as the aircraft could be parked
there began our largest ever R.A.S., and
for five hours load after load of stores and
provisions was transferred, ferried to the
lifts and struck down to somewhere in the
bowels of the ship where the stores
parties sweated, stacked and stowed.
The next few days were busy ones of
day and night flying practice as we quickly
got back into top gear again for our
meeting with Ark Royal. This period
however was not free of incidents, for one
of our Aircraft Handlers was killed
instantly when he lost his footing and fell
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under the wheel of a Gannet under tow.
Also a Wessex chopper got into a state of
resonance during an engine run and was
tipped violently onto its side with a
tremendous clatter, but fortunately without causing any injuries.
We had our last look at the lights of
Singapore as we anchored to land those
who were going home a quicker way and
also to remove the 'bones' of the crashed
Wessex from the fli g htdeck. Then began
the passage to Langkawi Island to meet
the 'Ark'.
All this time, within the ship there were

extra cleaning operations and more
painting and touching-up so's we could
welcome F.O.A.C. to a really clean and
tiddly ship, and the bird lovers were
temporarily deprived of their aviary
facilities in the starboard mooring pocket.
It is not sure whether he took exception
to the smell of paint and committed
suicide, or if it was an accident, but one
morning we read in the pages of the
Hermes Herald the obituary of a parrot
who had stepped over the side to a watery
grave.
Another day's flying during which we

In memory of many a successful R.A.S.
(with apologies to the after position and storeroom boys)

End of ARKORI

provided some realistic opposition for
Ark Royal's O.R.I. also enabled one
reluctant Vixen to re-embark from
Tengah where the crew had no doubt
enjoyed their enforced spell ashore. Then
we anchored again off Langkawi and
fired a thirteen gun salute for F.O.A.C.
Admiral Gibson and his staff transferred
from the 'Ark' that morning and throughout the day a continuous shuttle service
was run to and from the beach for banyans
and swimming parties. Langkawi was
appreciated as much as ever but on this
occasion nobody considered that the air
fare to Mombasa was a reasonable price
to pay for a prolonged stay, and all were
safely back on board at the appointed time.
This period also saw an unusual
helicopter operation. Our electrical
wizards had decided that the Tacan
`dustbin' must be removed from the masthead for repairs. A Wessex had first crack
at this lift but unfortunately somebody
neglected to inform the pilot that there
were still two bolts to be undone. The
ensuing attempts to pull the mast out of
the deck were interesting but ruined the
winch, so the S.A.R. chopper had a go.
Having learnt from big brother's mistake,
the lift was immediately successful,
though a little hair-raising to the balding
but brave Electrical Officer concerned.
The re-installation went even more
smoothly a few days later, and it was a
pity that such enterprise should prove
fruitless, as the beacon still refused to
work.
'. . . successful—though a littIe hair-raising'
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The next three days saw more flying and
a final exercise with Ark Royal, and then,
following a replenishment of our ammunition stores, we set off on the passage for
Gan and Mombasa. We continued with
exercise flying on the way but there were
many things which gave a different
atmosphere to this part of the commission.
Instead of receiving fuel from an R.F.A.
we found ourselves supplying it to Caesar,
our planeguard, and the goofers on the
Island were augmented by others ferried
across each morning and evening by
S.A.R. chopper. Notices about Mombasa
bus trips and Dockyard Passes for our
families in Portsmouth, together with the
regular retarding of clocks, all combined
to emphasise that this leg of the commission was drawing to a close.
Sunday, 14th July, was a red-letter day,
with the crossing of the line and a suitable
ceremony ably conducted by a very
convincing team of 'old hands', and then
we had a fine collection of mail in the
evening as we passed Gan. There was a
daily break in the Flying Programme
which enabled us to enjoy the sun and
take exercises on the flightdeck during the
'dogs' and we saw many a splendid sunset
as we steamed steadily westwards.

Crossing the line

